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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. Will you please identify yourself and describe your prior participation in this 3 

Docket? 4 

A. My name is Ross C. Hemphill.  I am the same witness who provides direct testimony on 5 

behalf of Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) identified as ComEd Exhibit 6 

(“Ex.”) 1.0 REV and rebuttal testimony identified as ComEd Ex. 12.0.   7 

B. Summary of ComEd’s Surrebuttal Testimony 8 

Q. What are the principal purposes and conclusions of your rebuttal testimony? 9 

A. I respond to the testimony of Intervenor and Illinois Commerce Commission “(ICC” or 10 

“Commission”) Staff witnesses who resist using the rate formula approved by the 11 

Commission in Docket No. 13-0386 and explain why their proposals to change or ignore 12 

the rate formula must be rejected.  I respond to the erroneous view of the EIMA1 13 

reconciliation processes held by City of Chicago/CUB/IIEC (“CCI”) witness Gorman.  14 

Finally, I briefly address Mr. Kahle’s requests for additional information concerning 15 

EIMA compliance and future plant investments. 16 

Q. Who are the other witnesses presenting rebuttal testimony on behalf of ComEd and 17 

what topics do they address? 18 

A. The following witnesses also provide rebuttal testimony on ComEd’s behalf: 19 

                                                 
1  Capitalized terms have the same consistent meanings as in ComEd’s direct and rebuttal 

testimonies.   
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 Christine M. Brinkman, CPA (ComEd Ex. 17.0) responds to specific proposals 20 

to calculate ComEd’s revenue requirements contrary to the approved rate formula 21 

and to Mr. Gorman’s claim that ComEd seeks to change that rate formula.  22 

Ms. Brinkman also responds to several specific adjustments and disallowances, 23 

and explains why historical weather normalized billing determinants should be 24 

used and why using selected non-historical determinants is unjust.  25 

 Martin G. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 18.0) refutes specific positions taken and 26 

disallowances proposed by Messrs. Bridal, Johnson, Kahle, and Tolsdorf for the 27 

Staff; Messrs. Brosch and Effron for the Illinois Attorney General (“AG”); and 28 

Mr. Gorman for CUB/City/IIEC (“CCI”).  29 

 Anastasia M. Polek-O’Brien (ComEd Ex. 19.0) responds to disallowances of 30 

certain rate case, appeal, and remand expenses proposed by Staff witness Mr. 31 

Bridal, and explains that they are contrary to the facts and should be rejected.    32 

Q. Have ComEd’s revenue requirements changed in surrebuttal?  33 

A. No.  These are unchanged from ComEd’s rebuttal testimony, as Mr. Fruehe explains in 34 

his surrebuttal testimony (ComEd Ex. 18.0).   35 

II. COMED’S RATES MUST BE CALCULATED USING THE ESTABLISHED 36 
RATE FORMULA WHICH CANNOT BE CHANGED IN THIS DOCKET 37 

Q. In their rebuttal testimonies, do witnesses for Staff and Intervenors continue to 38 

propose “adjustments” that are inconsistent with the established rate formula? 39 

A. Yes.  The testimonies of Messrs. Effron, Brosch, Gorman and Kahle continue to propose 40 

adjustments that are counter to the established formula.  Each of these specific proposals 41 

is addressed in ComEd’s surrebuttal testimony.   42 
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Q. Do any of these witnesses contest that their proposals are inconsistent with the rate 43 

formula? 44 

A. No.  They either admit or acknowledge the conflict.  Mr. Gorman admits he is arguing for 45 

a formula “modification.”  CCI Ex. 2.0, 2:32-40.  Mr. Kahle also argues for an 46 

adjustment despite the conflict, stating that “[h]aving the most accurate FY CWC [Cash 47 

Working Capital] should be a higher priority than having an incorrect FY CWC even if it 48 

involves a change to the established rate formulas.”  Staff Ex. 8.0, 6:107-09.  Finally, AG 49 

witness Effron also acknowledges the conflict.  When asked twice about the conflict, he 50 

points to the AG’s recent Complaint (Docket No. 13-0511), which he claims “seek[s] 51 

resolution of certain issues that [ComEd] has labeled ‘inconsistent with the approved 52 

formula’”  Effron Reb., AG Ex. 4.0, 9:183-84; see also id., 8:181 – 9:187, 7:149-56.  AG 53 

witness Brosch is silent and does not respond to ComEd’s testimony on this issue. 54 

Q. Mr. Gorman asserts that the Commission should be able to consider adjustments 55 

that are contrary to the established formula and be able to order formula changes in 56 

this proceeding.  Are his arguments valid? 57 

A. No.  EIMA states that “[t]he Commission shall not ... have the authority in a [FRU] 58 

proceeding under this subsection (d) to consider or order any changes to the structure or 59 

protocols of the performance-based formula rate ....”  FRU proceedings are not designed 60 

to relitigate the rate formula.  The purpose of an FRU proceeding is to “evaluate the 61 

prudence and reasonableness of the costs incurred by the utility to be recovered during 62 

the applicable rate year that are reflected in the inputs to the performance-based formula 63 

rate derived from the utility’s FERC Form 1.”  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(d).   64 
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Mr. Gorman’s invocation of the “just and reasonableness” standard and his claim 65 

that the formula changes are “new” are not responsive to the inappropriateness of raising 66 

complaints with the formula itself in this FRU case.2  Moreover, the Commission 67 

approved ComEd’s current rate formula and found it in compliance with PA 98-0015.  68 

That Order and the formula it approved remain in force.  69 

Q. Mr. Gorman claims that ComEd’s approved formula is “not in compliance with the 70 

clear language of the recent PUA amendments.”  Does that claim, even if it were 71 

correct, make an argument to change the formula in this case appropriate? 72 

A. No.  Arguing that a change should be made is not a response to my testimony that this is 73 

the wrong forum in which to raise, or decide to make, that change.  Nonetheless, his 74 

claim is also incorrect (as other ComEd witnesses demonstrate) and contrary to the 75 

Commission’s own finding Order in Docket No. 13-0386 that ComEd’s “tariff changes 76 

are in compliance with Public Act 98-0015.”   77 

Q. Who will rebut the remaining Staff and Intervenor arguments on this subject? 78 

A. Ms. Brinkman (ComEd Ex. 17.0) addresses the merits of the individual arguments, 79 

including claims that the established rate formula does not comply with PA 98-0015.  By 80 

responding, however, ComEd does not intend to waive the point that an argument to 81 

make a change to the rate formula cannot be raised or decided here.   82 

                                                 
2  Gorman Reb., CCI Ex. 2.0, 3:59-63.   
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III. DISALLOWANCES AND ADJUSTMENTS SHOULD BE ANALYZED USING 83 
THE APPROVED RATE FORMULA 84 

Q. In your rebuttal testimony, you recommend that disallowances and adjustments be 85 

“analyzed using the rate formula and depicted with schedules that conform to that 86 

formula.”  ComEd Ex. 12.0, 6:126-27.  Mr. Bridal disagrees, pointing to a desire to 87 

promote transparency and quoting the Order in Docket No. 12-0321.  How do you 88 

respond? 89 

A. I wholeheartedly agree with Mr. Bridal’s goal – and the Commission’s – of promoting 90 

transparency.  Indeed, in Mr. Bridal’s own words, “These new schedules are patterned 91 

after their respective formula rate schedules and provide the same results.”3  But, 92 

continuing to use schedules based on test year ratemaking is not how to achieve it in the 93 

long run.  We are now in our third year of EIMA ratemaking where rates are set using a 94 

formula.  ComEd sees no reason to perform revenue requirement calculations based on 95 

schedules derived from test-year ratemaking models, especially as ComEd continues to 96 

provide all the relevant materials called for by Part 285.  It has been established that the 97 

values resulting from the Commission-approved rate formula are mathematically correct 98 

and the formula is functioning as intended.   99 

ComEd is not suggesting that parties hunt through the rate formula template 100 

looking for changed inputs that would signify an adjustment, any more than parties 101 

should have to hunt through traditional schedules.  Adjustments and changes should be 102 

identified in any case, and ComEd will provide a plain and clear list of all adjustments, 103 

just as Mr. Fruehe did in his rebuttal in this Docket.  See ComEd Ex. 14.07.  It is also far 104 

                                                 
3  Staff Ex. 7.0, 11:217-19 (emphasis added). 
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more straightforward to analyze a rate adjustment based on the actual rates than to try to 105 

force it into another structure developed for a different type of ratemaking.  The rate 106 

formula is both more transparent and less subject to error than traditional schedules.4   107 

Q. Is there any other reason why the rate formula is a better and more transparent tool 108 

for analysis of proposed adjustments? 109 

A. Yes.  As I noted above, there is controversy in this case about efforts to change the rate 110 

formula.  Whatever side of that controversy one is on, I would think all parties would 111 

support clarity and transparency.  Using the rate formula for analysis of adjustments 112 

makes very clear which proposed adjustments are actually changes to the formula versus 113 

which proposed adjustments are changes to inputs, a distinction that it not always 114 

apparent in the traditional schedules that do not even include the approved component 115 

formulae.  Finally, as I testified previously, there are features of EIMA ratemaking, such 116 

as the inter-relationship between two different rate years (the Initial Rate Year and 117 

Reconciliation Rate Year) that are absent in pre-EIMA test year ratemaking.  Traditional 118 

schedules are unsuited to those structures.  Mr. Gorman5 notes his agreement and makes 119 

this same point in his rebuttal testimony.   120 

IV. COMED CORRECTLY IMPLEMENTS EIMA’S RATEMAKING STRUCTURE 121 

Q. Mr. Gorman continues to argue that the reconciliation calculation used by ComEd 122 

as per formula is contrary to the Commission’s 11-0721 Rehearing Order (CCI Ex. 123 

2.0, 9:190 - 10:207).  Do you have anything to add to your previous response? 124 

                                                 
4  Ms. Brinkman (ComEd Ex. 17.0) provides examples of such errors. 
5  CCI Ex. 2.0, 4:65-74.  I note that math errors that Mr. Gorman also discusses were not made by 

Mr. Gorman but by persons using test year schedules.  
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A. Yes.  The reconciliation is being conducted exactly as specified in EIMA.  As depicted in 125 

Chart 1 in my direct testimony (an updated version of which I again include), in this FRU 126 

case, we are establishing an Initial Rate Year Revenue Requirement for 2014 and 127 

reconciling the rate year 2012 revenue requirement by comparing the Initial 2012 Rate 128 

Year Revenue Requirement result against the actual 2012 revenue requirement based on 129 

the actual 2012 data that we now have. In next year’s FRU, we will use actual 2013 130 

expense data and projected 2014 data to set the Initial Rate Year Revenue Requirement 131 

for 2015 and we will use the actual 2013 (without any projections) to reconcile the 2013 132 

revenue requirement.  That is depicted in the Chart 2, below.6 133 

Chart 2 134 

 135 

                                                 
6  Chart 2 was previously presented to the Commission in Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Docket 

No. 11-0721 (rehearing), ComEd Ex. 32.1.  The process approved in that Docket conforms to Chart 2. 
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This reconciliation is being conducted as the Commission approved in both Docket 136 

Nos. 11-0721 and 13-0386, and using the specific rate formula the Commission found 137 

fully compliant with EIMA in its Order in Docket No. 13-0386.  The Commission also 138 

found no deficiency in ComEd’s reconciliation process in Docket No. 12-0321.   139 

Finally, Mr. Gorman also cites phrases from page 17 of the Rehearing Order in 140 

Docket 11-0721, a section of the Order addressing average versus year end rate base the 141 

conclusion of which PA 98-0015 expressly “preempts and supersedes.”7  Nonetheless, to 142 

the extent the language refers to reconciliation, it calls for exactly what ComEd is doing, 143 

reconciling the projection – the Initial Rate Year Revenue Requirement – with the actual 144 

“final historical data for that year.”   145 

V. REPORTING OF EIMA INVESTMENT DATA AND OTHER PLANT DATA 146 

Q. Is there any remaining controversy regarding ComEd’s reporting of EIMA capital 147 

investment data? 148 

A. No.  Mr. Kahle has accurately stated our agreement and ComEd has no objection to its 149 

implementation as he proposes.   150 

Q. Mr. Kahle also asked in his rebuttal testimony that ComEd provide Staff with 151 

detailed data identifying plant additions.  Has this issue also been resolved? 152 

A. I believe so.  The issue was that ComEd’s FERC Form 1 is not due until April 18, and we 153 

work to collect and verify that data up until that deadline.  Plant data must be collected, 154 

verified, and fully functionalized prior to preparation and verification of the FERC 155 

Form 1. While ComEd could not provide a reliable list of the “reconciliation year plant 156 

                                                 
7  PA 98-0015, § 5, codified at 220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(k). 
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additions”8 in advance of that time, ComEd offered to provide that data as soon as it was 157 

provided to FERC.  In response to ComEd Data Request 7.01, Mr. Kahle has indicated 158 

that this proposal is acceptable to Staff.  A copy the response to ComEd Data Request 159 

7.01 to Staff is attached hereto as ComEd Ex. 16.01. 160 

VI. CONCLUSION 161 

Q. Please summarize the regulatory actions that the Commission should take. 162 

A. The Commission should adhere to the approved rate formula and approve the rates and 163 

revenue requirements supported by updated data presented in this FRU docket.   164 

Q. Does this complete your surrebuttal testimony? 165 

A. Yes, it does. 166 

                                                 
8  Staff Ex. 8.0, 9:163-64 


